NET ‘N’ CLEAN
IN FLOOR CLEANING
Automatically cleans the pool
Improved water circulation
Improves water chemical distribution
Improves distribution of heated water
Reduces pool maintenance
Eliminates unsightly hoses and
moving cleaners from your pool

NET ‘N’ CLEAN INFLOOR CLEANING
AstralPool’s Net’n’Clean built-in system provides an efficient, easy to use option for
cleaning all types of pools. Its low energy consumption minimizes operating costs
overall. The Net’n’Clean system also helps circulate pool chemicals and warm (or cool)
water for even distribution and a consistent result.
THE PERFECT PRISTINE POOL
Your swimming pool is not just a place to
escape the summer heat, but is the center
piece of your back yard oasis. Aside from
providing the ideal exercise medium,
your pool is often the focus for family and
friends. So why not have it looking pristine
all the time? Swimming pools always look
their best with sparkling water free from
dirt, leaves, cleaners and hoses.
With AstralPool’s Net ‘n’ Clean in floor pool
cleaner you can have a cleaning system
that is virtually invisible, automatic and
totally integrated into your filtration
system. Every day, up to 99% of your
pool, including steps and swim outs is
automatically cleaned, removing leaves
and debris.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The Net ‘n’ Clean system is comprised of
a series of nozzles installed in the bottom
of the pool (the number of nozzles will
depend on the pool size and shape) as
well as one or more distribution valves
that direct pressurized water through each
nozzle branch sequentially. Water flows out
at high pressure through the nozzles and
forces the debris to the main suction while
lifting fine particles into suspension where
they are collected by the skimmer and
deposited into the filtration system.
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WHAT’S UNIQUE ABOUT
ASTRALPOOL’S IN FLOOR
CLEANING SYSTEM?
The Distribution Valve is hydraulically
driven and systematically controls the
sequence of the nozzles to ensure that all
debris moves towards the main drain to be
collected by the filtration equipment.

EASY TO MAINTAIN
Made of corrosion proof materials, the
distribution valve is easy to maintain with
no special assembly tools required and a
minimum number of internal parts.

FLUSH FIT
A unique Riser Pipe combines with the
nozzles for installation in concrete pools
and allows easy alignment and leveling of
the nozzles for the perfect finish in your
pool.

NOZZLES THAT CLEAN
AstralPool’s in floor nozzles are available
for concrete, fiberglass or vinyl liner pools.
A unique system of rotating the nozzle
assembly allows the installer to select a
different pressure and flow rate from each
individual nozzle to perfectly suit the
location in the pool – floor, steps, swim
out or spa. The nozzles incorporate a
ball and socket function that allow for
perfect alignment on sloping floors. And
depending on your taste nozzles are
available in six colours to match your pool
interior.

NET ‘N’ CLEAN INFLOOR CLEANING
COMPLETE
ENGINEERING
AstralPool also offer a complete
design service through our dealers
to plan the exact location each
nozzle is installed in the pool to
obtain the ultimate cleaning result.

TOTAL CONTROL

CONTROL ANYWHERE
Connect 10 internet gateway allows
you to control your pool via your
smart phone, tablet or computer
from anywhere in the world and
can communicate and give control
over sanitizing, water balance,
temperature, lighting and operating
hours.

Combined with the AstralPool’s
Connect 10 Pool and Spa Controller,
your whole pool filtration and
in floor cleaning system is easily
integrated for perfect cleaning
while maximising energy savings.
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